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A large number of troubled souls work at the evil mental hospital. These troubled souls don’t bring the patients their lunch. They don’t care if the patients’ vitamins are eaten or not. So, the remaining patients have to eat the leftover contents of the cafeteria. Once these guys leave the cafeteria, they start to explore other places.
They’ll either find a way to get out or they won’t. The patients are left to fend for themselves. Finding out their new hiding place, they start rebuilding the cafeteria. They might have forgotten their original purpose. Soon, a massive disturbance happens. Most of the patients are killed by the escaping and disturbed guards. And by the
distorted guards. But, where will the remaining patients go? You’ll have to explore the hospital and find out. Sonic 3D Blast : Battle on the asphalt as Sonic the Hedgehog! Use the turbo-boost ability to knock off your opponents and use rings to blast through the road. Slam into ramps with the boost to reach the highest point and earn
the most rings. Blast onto the sky and collect the Shadow Rings, and don't get hit too much, or your lives will run out! Race like a champion as Sonic. Chase down enemies and dodge their attacks while collecting rings. Experience the original 3D Sonic as he runs, jumps, and blasts through 20 all-new levels. Can you beat the secret
world records in each level? Rediscover the super speed, spin dash, and other moves of the legendary hedgehog! --------------------- Features * Play with different speed * Run * Jump * Rush * Boost * Spin dash * Kill enemy player * Collect ring * Unlock new level * Beat all world record What's new in Sonic 3D Blast? * Brand new 20 levels
with the best 3D Sonic ever! * 30 bonus levels where you will never get bored! * 3D Sonic never been played like this before! * You can play with up to 4 players over wifi! * Multiplayer mode * 3 new Bonus modes: * 50vs50: 2 vs 2, with boost * Revenge: 4 vs 4 * New unlocked bonus level * New unlocked characters: * Sonic Boom *
Eagle * Boss * Badniks * New special * Total of 30 Characters and 50 Levels! * New difficulty mode: * Beginner * Easy * Normal

Features Key:
Terrifying Creepy Music and FX - an iPod Touch touch Horror Theme.
Add your creepy game music to a horror flair background, and set the creepy music.
Eliminate troubleshooting in making your scary music.
Endless music varations, create, change and share music in the app.
Return player the game with a very satisfying ending.

Frighten and shock your enemies, make their creepy music shake and bewitch with horror music! 

RPG Maker MV - Creepy Terrifying Horror Music Copyright:

All Rights Reserved. You have permission to use the attached music in your terrifying and spooky games. 

RPG Maker MV is a one-stop solution that designed to help you make easily just horrify the players with best game quotes and retro music.RPG Maker & the RPG Maker MV are products of BlueLine Games Inc.

My music is played by the UI of the iPod Touch touch Horror Theme Music, every note of music related to the game is not only based on my musical theory, but also I've studied some horror musicians, making iPhone horror music, you will definitely feel satisfied!!

Frightening and scary atmosphere is very vivid and easy, if you want to do scary games for kid, kid games, sneaking games, zombie games, you can change the background music to make the game end. 
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Welcome to the world of Arkania, the land of magic! The world is at peace for the first time in years, but threats arise once again. The people of Aventuria are at the mercy of an evil empire once more. One young woman stands among the rebels, and sets out on an heroic adventure to fight the evil emperor and save the kingdom..
Fully animated turn based combat with full weather and day-night cycles, full save/load capability, stat recording and more! This series is the one you always wanted to play, but you could never find it! The main protagonist of the game is the apprentice, who is suddenly awakened to the truth of the world after an attack by the evil
sorcerers. You are sent on a daring mission, to infiltrate the stronghold of the rulers of the land and rescue your master's family in order to prevent an imminent attack.. The second part of the Realms of Arkania trilogy scores with a complex character system, challenging turn based combat, plentiful gear and logical puzzles. Dragon's
Crown, known internationally as Dungeons & Dragons: Heroes of the Lance, sees a unique overhaul of the game's combat mechanics, adding variety in a way that the traditional hit-or-miss combat of the original could not match. The D&D ruleset is used, but the mechanics are simplified in numerous respects. One of the major
revisions is the removal of the chain system of the original games. As a result, the magic system is simplified, making magic more accessible to players of varying levels and skill sets. Enjoy a literate tale from 1987 and explore a school that is populated with constant change in every way.. Game "Realms of Arkania: Star Trail"
Gameplay: Welcome to the world of Arkania, the land of magic! The world is at peace for the first time in years, but threats arise once again. The people of Aventuria are at the mercy of an evil empire once more. One young woman stands among the rebels, and sets out on an heroic adventure to fight the evil emperor and save the
kingdom.. Fully animated turn based combat with full weather and day-night cycles, full save/load capability, stat recording and more! This series is the one you always wanted to play, but you could never find it! The main protagonist of the game is the apprentice, who is suddenly awakened to the truth of the world after an attack by
the evil sorcerers. You are sent on a daring mission, to
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What's new:

horse Blazing Warhorse is a 2000 action-thriller novel by Jake Tapper. It is the second novel of the RED STAR YOUNG CHAMPIONS series. It was first published in October 2000 by Delacorte Press, and then
released in paperback by Thomas Dunne Books later in the same year. Plot summary Matthew Valko is a former student athlete, who now plays for the CIA-sponsored Northwood baseball club based in
Washington, D.C. The CIA is determined to perform what is called in the novel "The Last Truncheon Blow", an operation to eliminate Al-Shabaab leader Hassan Khalid. This blow, as it turns out, has been the
reason why almost all previous CIA assassination attempts have failed. Armed with nothing more than a baseball bat, Valko has to fulfill one of his best friend Frank Siqveland's last wishes: He has to save her
life and end up successfully killing Khalid. It almost goes wrong when CIA agent Eddie Sandoval, who must guard Siqveland while Valko proceeds with his mission, takes serious ill. Fortunately for Valko,
Frank's fiance Clarissa Siqveland invites him and his friend Mandy to visit her and her parents, Peter and Susan, in Massachusetts. They soon learn that Peter had been born in the Middle East, but due to the
U.S. intervention in the Arab–Israeli conflict, he was not granted American citizenship. Valko is able to contact his former teammates back in Northwood, and they agree to help out with Siqveland's attempted
assassination. While in Massachusetts, Valko and his friends are hired by Clarissa and Peter to help them out on their business: They want to track down and capture Khalid and his followers in the Somali
republic of Xamar, where they plan to conduct a terrorist campaign against the West. The ongoing conflict in Somalia increases, and Valko's friends request that Clarissa try to make contact with some of her
former colleagues for help. She manages to do so, but her phone is intercepted by a man whom she nevertheless decides to call "Josh". After numerous phone calls, he urges her to leave the States, telling her
that Khalid is planning a terrorist campaign against them, and Clarissa should thus prepare for battle. Valko's friends, assisted by their informants, manage to locate and dispatch Hassan Khalid's primary
adherents, and the remaining main force of Hassan's followers is later captured,
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Phoning Home is an atmospheric first person platformer, in which you play a mute orphan boy transported to a mysterious island after his parents mysteriously go missing. Armed with just a unique yellow ani-doll, you must solve the mystery and return home. The following features are included in this game: ★★★ Entire Story is told in
the game - HOWEVER, There is a separate Story Mode for each character that you take on. ★★★ 7+ Hours of Content – come play for over an hour and see how much you can do! ★★★ Over 10+ Challenging Levels - Some levels require a ‘behind the scene’ look. ★★★ Bright Colorful Animations - The Ani-Dolls have a lot of personality
and each one has their own unique tale. ★★★ Controls - fully customizable controls with support for both touch and controller. ★★★ Hidden puzzles, secrets and Easter Eggs. ★★★ 19+ Beautiful hand-drawn backgrounds. ★★★ Support for gameplay on both Xbox and Windows. ★★★ More puzzles and hidden secrets added regularly.
Game features are listed at the end of this page for easier navigation. Tips: - Almond and oil doesn’t mean added oil, it’s an almond and walnut flower. - The person with the strongest hypnotism should always be the one who gets to leave. - It is recommended that you adjust your settings before starting the game, but it is totally
optional. FAQ: Q: When I open the app, my battery level is red! How can I get it back to black? A: It isn’t an issue. This happens in the beginning of the app. It is to make sure you are doing everything right. You do not lose anything by starting a new game. Q: I can’t exit the game! How do I cancel? A: You have to hold the back button
on your controller or the Y button on your keyboard. Q: How do I get rid of the Happy Song? A: Just press the left stick against a power box. Q: The Soda Town Music has been changed! A: Just download the MOD from the app. Q: How do I install the MOD on my PC? A: Open the ZIP in the phone and copy the files to your Android Device.
Q:
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System Requirements:

PC OS: Windows XP SP3 or later CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo Processor or AMD Phenom X3 or AMD FX 4100 RAM: 4 GB Graphics: DirectX 9.0c/PC Radeon X1950 or HD3000/PC NVIDIA GTS 450 or GeForce 8800 GT DirectX: Version 9.0c Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible HDD: 4.5 GB Resolution: 1280 x 720 Input: Keyboard,
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